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Dear Ms. Bladey:

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)', on behalf of the industry, provides the attached comments for NRC

consideration. In an August 3, 2015, Federal Register Notice (80FRl158), the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) requested public comments on a draft test plan for "Testing of Open Secondary Window

- Type Current Transformers".

A review of "Joint Assessment of Cable Damage and Quantification of Effects from Fire (JACQUE-FIRE)

Volume 1: Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) Exercise for Nuclear Power Plant Fire-

Induced Electrical Circuit Failure" indicates that the question of current transformer (CT) open secondary

connection induced fires has been thoroughly vetted. This included CT testing and exhaustive operating

experience (OPEX) searches for CT secondary induced fires; none of which provided any evidence to

support the need for additional research and testing. Additionally, Attachment 2 is a reference to a NRC

issued guidance document which indicates that consideration of open-circuit operation of current

transformers is overly conservative and recommended no further action. The report leaves a small window
of doubt that higher ratio (and therefore higher induced secondary open circuit voltages) CTs above 1200:5

may be a concern, but appears to be relatively speculative.

Since there is not a significant safety issue being addressed by this test plan and the referenced NRC

sponsored testing, existing NRC issued guidance documentation, and vendor qualification testing has
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already reached a conclusion that the potential for an open CT secondary causing a fire is very low or non-
existent. NEI, in light of the emphasis on cumulative effects of regulation, believes this testing is un-
necessary. If the NRC still wants to conduct these tests, we would encourage continued interactions
between the industry and the NRC before additional testing is authorized. While the more significant
comments to the test plan are summarized below, the industry recommends this test be postponed or
canceled until a complete OPEX and literature search be undertaken.

1. The references provided in the test plan do not appear to suggest that a fire is a potential outcome.
Looking at typical CT circuit applications at stations indicates that the higher ratio CTs is used in
differential relaying circuits. Such circuits would respond immediately to an open CT secondary
connection and trip the associated power circuit promptly removing the energy source (i.e. there will
not be sustained arcing) further limiting the likelihood of an induced fire.

2. Metering and protection CTs are not unique to nuclear applications, as they are used throughout the
utility industry and also at numerous industrial sites. CT manufacturers recommend secondary
protection (eg., Thyrite shunts or arc gaps) for personnel safety reasons and for equipment/asset
protection. If open-circuits were prone to inducing fires, this should be discoverable by a thorough
literature review. Attachment 3 is a reference to a memo sent from a CT manufacture that indicates
that part of the production test procedure for current transformers involves demagnetizing the core.
This is accomplished by passing current through a primary bus while the secondary is open.
According to ANSI C57.13, a current transformer must be capable of withstanding, for one minute,
an open-circuit secondary with rated primary current.

3. The test plan places a significant amount of emphasis on detecting arcing in the affected
components, and appears to be using arcing as a surrogate for saying that a fire is possible. This is
not supported by the science or theory involved. At high enough voltages, arcs are certainly
possible; however their energy would also be limited by the very low currents available. The energy
in a high-voltage, low-current arc is a very poor ignition source. The energy density is low and it is
difficult to transfer this energy to nearby solids in a way that raises them to the point of pyrolysis
and subsequent ignition. This suggests that only certain materials are susceptible to ignition due to
arcing, none of which would normally be present in the vicinity of a CT circuit.

4. CT secondary circuits (particularly those associated with protective relaying) are typically provided
with shorting links or shorting test switches that allow safe removal and calibration of metering
devices. These shorting devices present an ideal location for arc formation as they provide a small
gap for an arc to cross; however, they are also of sturdy construction and unlikely to ignite due to
arcs. The test plan does not appear to include any shorting links or shorting switches, terminal
blocks, circuit grounds, or metering or relaying devices. All of these would be needed for this to be a
representative test design.

5. The open-circuit itself is somewhat hypothetical. Numerous fire tests have shown that open-
circuiting is not a primary failure mode of cabling in a realistic fire.
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If you have any questions, would like the industry to provide addition references or require additional
information, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Steven Hutchins

Attachments



ATT-IACH MENT 1

Industry Comments on Draft Test Plan for Testing ofOpen Secondary Window-Type Current Transformers
[NRC-201 5-0183]

Nuclear Energy InstituteBy

Section,
Paragraph,
Sentence COMMENT PROPOSED RESOLUTION BASIS FOR COMMENT OR RESOLUTION

General Did not see any references to CT manufactures e.g. Consider means for validation
ABB Pinetops or others reviewing and endorsement
of test plan. Did not see references to IEEE C57,13
standard or test methods used in standard.

General Very small subset (3 CTs/ type) and not a well Larger subset with different classes e.g.
defined set of test controls. C800, 400, etc.

General Continuing from the above comment: without an initial Consider testing and data acquisition
mathematical model, or an assumed relationship to requirements that will allow the results to
prove or disprove during the testing, it may be difficult be interpolated and extrapolated, to
to adequately define the test parameters, and data extend applicability to various plant
acquisition requirements such that the results can be configurations and equipment.
interpolated or extrapolated to other CT ratios, plant
configurations, etc. For example, it is not uncommon
for plants to have CTs on the main generator that
have ratios of 20,000:5, 45,000:5, and 22,500:2.5.

General The test should include in the secondary circuit
typical relays-electromechanical, static and
microprocessor-based. Also include some typical
metering devices and transducers. The location
should be such so these devices see the effects of
open circuit

General Why test only the Amran Current Transformers? In a
typical power plant there could be as many as 25 to
50 different safety related and non-safety current
transformers. If requested, utilities can provide a
listing of makes/models of CTs currently in use at
their stations.

General It appears only wound type CTs have been included. This will help to evaluate if their insulation will
Should the bushing type CTs not also be included in fail before the secondary cable/wiring. Cable
the test? Secondary wiring of bushing CTs also runs insulation is better than the insulation of these
inside the plant even if bushing CTs are outside the devices.

__________plant. ___________________ _____________________
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ATT-ACHMENT1
Section,
Paragraph,
Sentence COMMENT PROPOSED RESOLUTION BASIS FOR COMMENT OR RESOLUTION
General There are means for clamping open circuited CT Consider addition to test

voltages to manageable levels using nonlinear
resistors (MOVs). The test scope could include some
data on the effectiveness in voltage clamping (and
therefore arcing fire mitigation) of an open circuited
CT

General In addition to testing, there should be a literature One vision, from doing the literature search is
search that should supplement the testing. For your report will have a list of most of the
instance, there could be a way to take the list of current transformers versus where you expect
current transformers from power plants and bin them them to fall based on the way you bin them.
in such a way (maybe based on kv) that we can The will provide much more useful information
determine the potential worst case performers that testing one brand of current transform
PRIOR to testing (ex., based on voltage differences without regards to all the other type of current
in the secondary windings, or some other transformers.
parameters).

General Regarding the cable used on the secondary. Will
this be safety related thermoset cable meeting IEEE-
383, or will it be thermoplastic cable? The results
may vary based on the cable material selected.

General 1. Two different CT's with differing turns ratios are
being used. The testing should provide insights
into the impact of turns ratio on the testing
results.

2. The test plan should address the cumulative
impact of each open circuit test on the results of
the succeeding test.

Page 2, Section 1.2.1 states testing purpose is to assess Consider changing the test proposal to
Paragraph potential for secondary fire with CT's operating within remain consistent with the purpose and
1.2.1 its rated continuous primary current limits; however, with "real-world" applications.

the test proposal seems to indicate that testing will be
performed that will drive the CTs beyond their

__________operating limits.___________________
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ATTACHMENT1
Section,
Paragraph,
Sentence COMMENT PROPOSED RESOLUTION BASIS FOR COMMENT OR RESOLUTION

Page 4, A letter from CT manufacturer Brown Boveri (BBC) to Consider adding details to this test
Paragraph an industry contact states that it would be very proposal, or to the additional testing
1.3 unlikely (note that term does not reference a Iproposal, and allow for industry review.

statistical measure or judgment), to be able to
maintain the proper arc gap such that a sustained
arcing cycle would be produced. Therefore, arc gap,
or arc cycling, is most likely a very important test
parameter that currently does not have details or
correlations defined in this test proposal.

Page 7 From a design similarity perspective, does a multi-tap Such a configuration does not represent a
CT provide or induce any non-typical characteristics typical NPP installation.
or capabilities that could influence the results in either
the positive or negative direction?____________________

Page 8, "These will give about 600 Amps in each phase of the It is generally accepted that an accurate By applying Faraday's principle, the
Paragraph circuit which will be measured by three 800:5 CTs." electric current transducer is a key optical sensor or optical current transformer
1.3.1 component in effective power system provides an easier and more accurate way to

A tchncalartclepubishd b Asa BownBovri instrumentation as would apply for such achieve current measurements. These optical
(AB tenticlatled pubinstru ent TrAnsfrearsw T ehica test configurations involving high speed sensors are now more widely used in power

(AB) etited InsrumntTrasfomer Tehnial measurement of transient waveforms, systems and might be considered at least as a
Information and Applicationi," was researched in OpiacurnsesrusaFaay splmntletisrmntoncin(n
which the following statement addressed CT open- Opssmtic al curret sensors utse aoFariaonadayiuppemntal thestisrmn con nectiona80: (eeing

circit vltag meauremntsquotd peak t isaril under the influence of a magnetic field, accuracy CT). There are a number of types of
as follows - -, "Open [CT] open-circuit voltage paisSpecialized designs of optical current alternative Optical Current Transformers that
difficult to measure accurately because it exists only sensors utilize the Faraday effect such afford fast and accurate response, which
as very short peaks.' (page 26 of this publication). It that the magnetic field produced by the actually measures the dynamic current, in
is not immediately apparent in the test plan current flowing through a conductor which there is no distortion due to core

docmenaton hatthre as n ccontig or ll changes the velocity of the circularly saturation. This would ensure a more
sources of instrumentation inaccuracy, polarized light waves in the sensing fiber, accurate and precise measurement of the

Therefore, in the process of measuring open CT circuit voltage peaks as possible with
the change in light velocity (using an existing available technology.
interferometric scheme) and processing
the information, an extremely accurate
measurement of current is produced. As
one example, the Magneto Optical
Current Transducer (MOCT) eliminates
many of the drawbacks of the
conventional current transformers as
exists with the metering 800:5 Current
Transformer (CT) that is depicted in the

___________ ~~~~~~~~test configuration._____________________
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ATTACH MEFNT1
Section,
Paragraph,
Sentence COMMENT PROPOSED RESOLUTION BASIS FOR COMMENT OR RESOLUTION
Page 9, Need to address why a resistive 3 phase load in the
Figure 5 primary circuit is representative of application where

source and load are inductive which may impart
additional energy. Don't need a change just a
discussion of acceptability.

Page 9, "The circuit diagram in Figure 7 illustrates the test It is recommended that additional A considerable devotion to various types
Paragraph setup for obtaining the characteristics of an open- investigation be performed to more of primary power circuit capacitance
1.3.1, Figure circuited CT" formally account for system capacitive effects also appears in the 1943 AIEE
7 effects in the test plan. Capacitance article "Overvoltage Protection of Current-

System capacitance imposes its effect on elements in the test configuration Transformer Secondary Windings and
ungrounded electrical distribution systems that reflective of typical plant installations Associated Circuits," by R.H. Kaufmann,
are prevalent in typical nuclear power distribution, could be sized and incorporated feasibly G. Camilli. The test circuit description
and this also impacts the associated CT open circuit in the existing test plan design of the CT appears only to address CT open circuit
voltage magnitudes. open circuit test configuration. voltage magnitudes resulting from CT

open circuit test scenarios that emulate a
plant electrical distribution system free of
nearby distributed or lumped capacitance.
As quoted in the 1943 AIEE paper, "a de-
energized capacitor when switched on to
an energized power circuit initially
assumes the appearance of a short circuit
since the capacitor terminal potential is
incapable of being changed instantaneously by
an finite amount. It follows, that, at the instant
the switch is closed, the entire system voltage
must be absorbed in the circuit impedance
between the capacitor and the source of
supply. Current-transformer circuits constitute
a part of this interconnecting impedance."
Additionally, the IEEE Standard 242-2001 (Buff
Book) "Recommended Practice for Protection
and Coordination of Industrial and Commercial
Power Systems Ungrounded Systems," section
8.2.5, addresses in the context of arcing
ground faults a reference to over-voltages that
are caused by repetitive charging of the
system capacitance or by resonance between
the system capacitance and the inductance of
equipment in the system.

Page 4



ATTACHMENT 1
Section,
Paragraph,
Sentence COMMENT PROPOSED RESOLUTION BASIS FOR COMMENT OR RESOLUTION
Page 9, Last Need to address what type of cable is being used. Is
paragraph it two single conductors or one two conductor cable?

Page 9, Last Why is 100 feet selected for the length of cable? The
paragraph longer a cable the more leakage resistance and

distributed capacitance exists to load down the
secondary side and reduce voltage, the shorter the
cable the higher the voltage is postulated to climb.
Closer in would be representative a fault in an
adjacent fire area. Perhaps a longer cable should
also be looked at to determine how long it needs to
be to preclude developing high voltages so that
further fire areas can be excluded from consideration.

Page 10 1. CT secondaries are typically grounded - will the
test configuration be grounded?

2. Will the secondary be installed in grounded
raceway system (conduit or tray) to represent a
typical installation and provide ground plane to
test the conductor IR against?

3. Will any additional cables or wires be run in
contact with the CT secondary to represent a
typical installation?

Page 10, There is a need to address the input impedance of It should be an order of magnitude higher than
Figure 7 and the high voltage probes on the secondary side of the the expected impedance of the copper to
page 11 2nd CT. copper impedance so that the probe
paragraph impedance does not provide a path for energy

that limits the secondary voltage.
Page 11 10 seconds would not be representative of a typical 10 seconds may be appropriate for lower ratio

high ratio CT application in a differential relay circuit CTs used in metering or other protective relay
(instantaneous on the order of cycles). circuits such as overcurrent. However, based

on the discussion contained in JACQUE-FIRE
Volume 1, the lower ratio CT's will not result in
CT or secondary circuit damage.

Page 1 1 , 3rd Need to address the separation distance of the relay
paragraph contacts relative to the expected conductor to

conductor separation to ensure that an arc does not
limit the voltage.________________________________ ________
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ATT-IACHMENT1
Section,
Paragraph,
Sentence COMMENT PROPOSED RESOLUTION BASIS FOR COMMENT OR RESOLUTION
Page 12, Secondary Cable: what insulation type and IEEE 383 Clarify requirements
Paragraph requirements for cable. Perhaps this test should
1.4.1 utilize different types of cables to find out if some are

more susceptible, In practice most remote locations
from the CT will be much further than 100ft, how was
this distance chosen?

Page 12, The ranges of your test configurations in section 1.4.1
Paragraph look good overall but there are some additional
1.4.1 questions as follows:

1) Do you want to consider varying the number
of feet of secondary cable or at least justify
why not vary the lengths? 50 ft or 75 ft or
100 ft. Would that provide significant data
about the failures for us to get some idea how
to evaluate potential for failure for some of
the other current transformers? NOTE: you
are varying lengths for camera cable.

2) Varying the AWG size is good, but what
about drain or ground wire? How will we be
able to tell if drain or ground wire made a
difference in the results?

3) How would you translate the test results to
cover the potential for cable with drain or
ground wire?

4) Is there a way to do this?

Page 12 1. What frequency will be used? a. NUREG-6776: "Cable Insulation
2. How is the secondary configured (conduit, tray, Resistance Measurements Made during

ground path for testing)? Cable Fire Tests" provides several
3. What insulation resistance test method will be accurate measurement techniques.

used? b. Use of an ECAD testing system may
4. What is it referenced to (ground, other nearby provide additional data and consistent

conductors or cables)? results.
c. FIST 3-1: "Testing Solid Insulation of

Electrical Equipment" discusses several
IR test methods.

Page 6



ATT-IACH M ENT1
Section,
Paragraph,
Sentence COMMENT PROPOSED RESOLUTION BASIS FOR COMMENT OR RESOLUTION

Page 13 In consideration of 'subsequent tests": Will you be Typically, components subjected to extreme
using a stressed/degraded/potentially damaged CT conditions such as faults would be replaced.
and wiring for any of the subsequent testing? Use of any degraded components may not

provide an accurate representation of what an
unstressed component would provide.

Page 13, In section 1.4.3 CT Subsequent Tests, part b. seems The concern here is that testing may then
Paragraph to say "if no fire or arcing are observed for conditions continue outside of the bounds of the objective
1.4.3 which would be expected in a NPP, then additional of the test program which is to test the CTs

testing will be done until there is a failure." within their operating ratings (this may produce
some useful/interesting information, but
arguably it wouldn't be pertinent for conditions
at the power plant).

Page 14, Section 1.5 has a good data evaluation. Here are a One way to document the results would be a
paragraph few other things to consider with documenting the detailed description of what was observed.
1.5 results. The criteria that determines whether a

secondary fire has actually started and the magnitude
of the fire is covered at a high level in your procedure
with regards to arcing and explosion. But on the
minimum fire end of the spectrum, will flame have to
be observed to establish whether a fire occurred or
will smoke developed be a criteria? If the fire is self-
extinguishing drips, would that count as a fire?

Page 14, Note to ASB Members, from Olan D. Parr - ASB, Suggest that this reference be added to
Paragraph dated November 30, 1984, contains an Attachment 7 the report and that Attachment 7 be made
1 .7 that provides detailed information from BNL that available if the information is deemed

allowed the ASB to conclude that the concern of open pertinent to the testing / analysis.
circuiting of the CT secondary was overly

__________conservative,__________________________________________

Section,
Paragraph,
Sentence PROPOSED RESOLUTION BASIS FOR COMMENT OR RESOLUTION

COMET"Change From" "..Change To"

Page 1, Second sentence should indicate that 1 amp or 5 "... current "..continuous
Paragraph amps is continuous. carrying current carrying
1.1.1 capacity..." capacity..."___________________

Page 7



ATTIACHMENT 1
Section,
Paragraph,
Sentence PROPOSED RESOLUTION BASIS FOR COMMENT OR RESOLUTION

COMET"Change From" "Change To"

Page 4, The test program should not be limited to CTs used "...typically used ". ..typically used
Paragraph in safety systems. For older plants that do not have in the safety in the safety
1.3 the same level of circuit separation, there may be systems of systems of

CTs in non-safety related systems that could nuclear.." nuclear.."
adversely affect safe shutdown systems.

Page 13, The test program should include 4160V, 6900V, and "If necessary, "If necessary,
Paragraph 1 3800V CTs or provide further justification as to why other tests..." Other tests..."
1.4.3 these tests are not required.

Page 8



Attachment 2

o• UNITED STATES
• . S.- • NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM.,SSON

NOTE TO: ASB Members

FROM: Olan 0. Parr, Chief, Auxiliary Systems Branch, Division of Systems
Integration

SUBJECT: FIRE PROTECTION REVIEW 61JIDANCE

1.0 Introduction

Paragraph 5C.48(b) of 10 CFR became effective on February 17, 1984 and
required all plants licensed before January 1, 1979 to meet tne require-
ments of Section 111.6, II1.J, and 111.0 of Appendix R. Additionally,
paragraph 50.48(c)(5) requires that any modifications needed to meet
Section 111.6.3 must be reviewed and approved by the NRC. Since issuance
of these requirements there have been several pieces of guidance written,
such as Generic Letter 81-12 and internal ASB memoranda, to assist in the
review of safe shutdown submiittals. However, none of these pieces
of guidance have been coalesced into a single document. The purpose of
this report is to present one paper which can be used in th~e evaiuation of
safe shutdown submittals. Ar important point to remember while performing
Avpenaix R reviews is the definitions of "important to safety", "safety
related'" and "safe shutdownu as defined in the introduction to Appendix R.
These aefinitions are to be app'lied to all Appendix R reviews.

•.O Section :iW.G of Apoerdix R

2. General Reauiremnents

Sectlon 111.6 of Appendix R provides for four methods for orotecting
equipment needed for hot shutdown from a fire. Three of tnese methods
are :o provide the mea'is for protecting redundan~t systems, including
cables, equipment and associaten circuits, and are: (1} separation by a
:hree-hour fire barrier, (2) ;eparatto, by a horizontal distance of more
:huan 20 feet hav~nq no intervening combustibles and a fire detection ano
automatic suporession system, or (3) separation by a one-hour fire barrie"
w-tfn a detection or automat'c suppression system. The fourth method
provices for alternate shutdown caoability wnich iS (ndependent of
eouipment, cables, and associates circuits of redundant systems~ which iiay
be oarnaged by fire.

Attachme-'t 1 contains a discussion on safe shutdown capability along
with a description of as:ociated circuits and information which the
utility should provide, or be requested to provide, in order to assess
the acceptability of the associated circuit design. Attachment 2 is
the infor'n~tion needed to review th.e systems, eduiomer't, and procedures
of :he alternate shlutdown caoaDility. Attachment 3 contains a copy of
Gener-- Latte" 81-!2 #hich was sent to all utilities with plants licensed
before •anuary ", 1979 ana contains guiaance on f•-e protection. In

(K-- x'.,



4. d

3 * Revtsion 1

acceptability of the design. Since issuance of that guidance, there
have been several expansions on associated c~rcuits. Jr1 particular,
the patential for multi-high impedence faults in AC power circuits
could result in the loss of power to safe shutdown equipment,
Figure 1 contains a sketch of circuit designs which could result in -

the loss of needed power to safe shutdown equipment. As can be seen-
In Figiure 1, redundant divisions of safe shutdown cables are properly
separated in accordance with Appendix R criteria. However, a fire
in fire area A would result in loss of Division A safe shutdown equip-
ment and cause damage to nonsafe shutdown cables associated with" the
Division B bus. Further, the Individual fault current resulting from
the fire damage in the nonsafe shutdown cables may not be enough~to
trip the individual breakers (Bl and B ), but the sum of the faults
may be sufficient to trip the nutn breaker, B. If this were to
occur, the Division B bus and the corresponding redundant Division B
safe shutdown equipment would be lost.

The ASB reviewer should, therefore, request an analysis by each
applicant which confirms that the above situation does not occUr for
postulated fire (high impedence faults) in all AC power cables in each
fire area containing one or more safe shutdown divisions. Some newer
plants may be able to show that no division A and B cables are located
in a single fire area. This would be acceptable. If the analysis
indicates that this condition could occur, then either some number of
cables should be protected from fire damage (additional cable wraps or
relocation from the fire area of concern) in order to reduce the total

-J- fault current below the setting for breaker B , or, the applicant may
provide an appropriate procedure for reestablishing power to a faulted
bus powering safe shutdown loads (i.e., identifying the failure to the
operator so that he can strip the faults from the bus, and close breaker
B3 to reestablish shutdown train B).

Another area of concern is the spurious operation of equipment for the
case of three-phase AC and non-grounded two-wire DC power circuits. For
the three-phase AC circuit, the possibility of getting a hot short on
all three circuits in the proper phase to cause spurious operation of a
motor is considered an Impropable event. Therefore, utilities can be
granted relief from analyzing this case. For non-grounded DC circuits,
cable-to-cable faults and wire-to-wire faults are postulated to occur.
Hence, these types of faults must be considered during the review.
However, if the utility can demonstrate that non-grounded cable-to-cable
DC shorts are impropable, relief can be granted. Hot shorts in three-
phase AC and non-grounded DC circuits must be analyzed and corrected for
spurious operation of Hi/Lo pressure interfaces.

During the Fitzpatrick review, the staff did not require that tne
licensee pursue the three-phase and DC circuit issue discussed above.
However, for the DC circuits, the licensee was required to request an
exemption froni Section IIl.G.2 of Appendix R. The review of the
exemption is performed by PSB.

(
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4 - Revision 1

2.2.3 Transfer Switch Isolation Circuitry

Durin• a fire protection inspection at the Wolf Creek Generating
Station, it was discovered that for a fire in the control room,--
Isolation transfer switches for certain hot shutdown systems/com-
ponents had to be switched to the alternate or isolated position
prior to damage occurring to these circuits. If this were not accom
puished in time, uses would have to be replaced In order to make the
system/component operable. This situation existed because the transfer
switches did not place new/redundant fuses into the control power
circuit, but left the existing (assumed blown) set of fuses in the
circuit. For most of the transfer switches the situation did not cause
a problem since the desired effect after Isolation was the deenergization
of power. In other instances where the system/component had to be
operable or where operation might be required to override a spurious
actuation (such as a motor operated valve) replacement of fuses would be"
required if blown.

At the Wolf Creek facility, the transfer switches at the remote shut-
down panel had redundant fusing so that only transfer switches at
other local stations (which were designed/installed after those on
the remote shutdown panel) that mainly involved support systems
operability or correction of spurious operations were identified as
a concern. Wolf Creek either modified the existing switches ovr
installed new switches for certain components such that redundant
fusing does exist with a new (different) set of fuses switched into
the circuit wihen the switch is placed In the isolated mode. Alternate
shutdown procedures were also modified such that shutdown could be
achieved assuming inmmediate evacuation of the control room and
possible control room circuit damage with possible spurious operation
of equipment prior to isolation outside the control room.

This situation may exist at other facilities and may involve other areas
of the plant that require alternate shutdown capability and could
include the switches an the alternate/remote shutdown panel. The
reviewer should ensure that the utility has reviewed its safe shutdown
circuitry and has taken any applicable corrective action necessary to
ensure that the isolation transfer switches required for post-fire safe
shutdown capability do not rely on the continuity of fuses that may be
blown due to control room (or other area) circuit fire damage. The
following are possible courses of action to be taken by the utility.

1. Re'view the electrical design drawings for the existing isolation
transfer switches to determine where and if this situation exists.

2. Provide modifications to existing switches and/or install new
isclat~on switches where necessary to provide redundant fusing
such that a blown fuse will not require replacemenrt to achieve and
maintain hot shutdown, and

3. in. the interim, ensure that sufficient replacemnent fuses are
available in the event a fire were to blow fuses and thereby
disable a required function/operation for alternate shutdown.
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2.2.4 Current Transfonnrs

In Oc~r 1982, I. I dentified a problm with open-circuit operation of

romf €r ould rstIna bre Owof the poe eee nulation.
and Causea seconid fire. Attchet 7 gotans the detailed descrip..
tion of te pro•blem along with the applicant espone to a PSR ques Ion

on th ;vjet. heVoer Systems Rrsanch bas rem wt this concern ad
conclude that the Mt. concern wr overly conservative and reonne
no furthr ac~t~on on this Issu. Thereorem, the ASS reviewr shold b
aware of this concern; however, no other action is require. Attach-
ment 9 Is the PSI evaluation.
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3.0 Need For Source Range Fluxr Reactor Coolant Temperature, And Steam
Generator Pressure Indication

Section [III..,! of Appendix R requires that alternate shutdown
capability be able to achieve and maintain subcritical reactivity
conditionso Section III.L.2 requires direct readings of variables
necessary to perform and control shutdown. Included in the variables
to be monitored are source range flux, reactor coolant temperature, and
steam generator pressure.

Monitoring of SOUrce range flux is the quickest means of assessing
reactor criticality, The reactor coolant temperatures, in conjunction
with pressure, are necessary for cooldown and control of natural
circulation1 subcooling margin, •nd pressurized thermal shock. Improper
pressure control in the steam generators could result in an imbalance
in heat renoval leading to excess depressurization and a bubble in the
reactor coolant system high point. Attachment 8 contains the staff
position on the need to monitor these parameters.

4.0 Automatic Depressurization Systems For BWRs

Some boiling water reactor safe shutdown submittals have proposed
the use of the automatic depressurization system in conjunction with the
low pressure coolant injection system as an alternate shutdown method.
Although the use of these systems would result in a short-term uncovery
of the upper portion of the core, referenced analyses have indicated
that the uncovery time is sufficiently short and the amount of uncovered
fuel small enough that cladding integrity would not be threatened.
Therefore, the use of the ADS and LPCI is acceptable but is considered
an exemption to Section III.L of Appendix R because IlI.L does not
permit core uncovery.

5.C old Pressurizer Oeration

During the fire protection meetings held in the region with all
applicants and licensees, the subject of whether pressurizer heaters
were required for hot shutdown under Appendix R arose. The question and
staff 7•espons~e are given below and represent the position on solid
pressurizer operation.

Question

Most PWRs do not require pressurizer heaters to maintain Stable
conditions, in fact, the Commnission does not consider heaters
to be important to safety and they are not required to meet
Class IE requirements. Are they required for hot shutdown under
Appendix R? if yes, then how does a plant meet the separation
reouirunents of Section IIIG.2.d, e, or f without major structural
alternations to the pressurizer?



Response

One train of systems necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown con-
ditions must be free of fire damage. PWR licensees have demonstrated
the capanility to achieve and maintain stable hot shutdown conditions
without the use of pressurizer heaters by utilizing the charging pump
and a water solid pressurizer for reactor coolant pressure control.

6.0 SUMMARY OF ATTACHMtENTS

1. Discussion of Safe Shutdown Capability
2. Information for Reviewing Alternate Shutdown
3. Generic Letter 81-12
4. OL Questions on Safe Shutdown
S. Regional Fire Protection Workshop Questions and Responses
6. Discussion of Allowable Repairs
7. Description of Circuit Transformer Problem
8. Staff Position on Source Range Flux, Reactor Coolant Temperature,

and Steam Generator Pressure Honitoring

Auxiliary Systems Branch
Division of Systems Integration

cc: R. Bernero
L. Rubenstein
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The following discusses the requ~rueant. for protect"hi redundant and/or
alt•ernative equipm=ent needed 'for safe shut~doi' in the event of a fitre. The-

re~quirements of Append1tC R address hot shutdown equipment which must be

'free ofe firq' damage. The .folIoQ(4fg..t'Dql tMtns also appl)w..to .€oWd s hudown

equipmentl 1-f the. licensee elects to'deonstr~te thot the .equlpjrlent.4s to..ba.

free of. fl-re.damage. Appendix P, does allow.repairoble damage to cold shutdown

Usting the requirements of Sections311Z.6 and 11I.t. of Appendix R, the capa-'-

:...blit:'to chvhosuflnmu;;existcgie fretn any are or the

of Ap•pendix R provides four methods for ensuring that the hot. shut.down capa-.

blit is protect~ed f'rom fires. -The f'irst three options as defined in Section

311.6.2 provides methods for protection. from f'•as~of equ'ipment rneeded ,for

o...bo shutdlown;

1. Redundant s~ystes Including cables, equipment, and associat=ed circuit.s

mayv be separat.ed by, a three-hour fire rated barrier; or,

2. Redundant s~ayste~s.tncludi~ng cables, equi•pment .and associated circuit.s may

,be separated by a horizontal distance of =ore than 20 feet with no inter-

vening coabus:•bles. "In acdditon, fi~u detecti•on end an auizomatc fire

.suppression ystv'en are require1; or,
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The last. option as defined by 5iec;tion IUZ.G..- provides an alterniative shu',tdawi

capa.bility to the redundant trains damaged by a fire.

4. .Al~ernative •utdown equipment must be tndependent of the cables, equip.-

mont and associated circuits of the redundant sys'•em damaged by the fire.

A~ss~oci atedCir.cui ts .of Concern.

The tollowing dliscussion provides A) a definition of associated circuits .for

Appendix R consideration, B) the guidelines for protecting the safe'shutdrown

"J .. capability from the fire-induced failures of associated citlcultl and C) the in

formnation required by the staff to review associated circuits. The definition

of associated circuits has not changed from the February Z•, 1981 generic lett

but is merely clarified, it is Important to note that our Interest Is only

' ' with those circuit (cabl~s)'whoie fire-induced failure could affect shutdown.

• The guidelines for protecting the safe shutdown capabillityfrom the fire-induc

; ~failures of associated ctrcuits are not reoulre~ments. These guidelines should

• be used only as guidance when needed. These guidelines do not limit the alter

t • natives available to the licensee for protecting the shutow c~apability.

All proposed wethods for protection of the shutdown capability from fire-induc•

i) failures will be evaluated by the staff for acceptabili'ty,

A. Our concern is that circuits within the fire area wili receive fire dainaoe

which can affect shutdown capability and thereby prevent post-fire safe

shutdown. Associated Circuits' of Concern are" defined as those cables

(safety related, non-safety related.Class IE, and non-Class IE) that:

'The definition for associated circuits is not exactly the same

as the definition prtsented in IEEE-3.a4-1977.

'I



1. Have a physical separation less than that requ(red by Section •IU.S.2

of Appendix R, .and;

2. Have one of the following:

a. a cIm~on power source with the shutdcin equipment (redundant or

alternative) and t.he power source is not electrically protected

(from the ;lrcult of concarp by coordinated breakers, fuses, or*

; similar d•v~ces (see diagram Za), or

l-) . b. a connection to eircuits of equipment whose spurious operation

would adverl~ly affect the shutdown capability (e.g.. RHR/RCS

isolation valves, ADS valves, PORYs, steam generator a'~spheric

dump valves, lnstrumnen~tatin, steam bypa.•s, etc.) (see diagram Zb, or

c. a co~on enclosure (e.g., racew ay, panel, junction). with the shutdown

; cables (redundant and alter~a'tive) and,

(1) are not. electrically protected by circuit breakers, fuses or simi-

lar devices,, or

(2) will allow propagation of the fire into the cmimon

enclosure, (see diagram 2c).
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B, The following guidelines are font protecting the shutdown capab11ity frm n
fire-Induced failures of circuit.s (cablpes)l 1i th~e fire atrea. ~The guidance

provided below for Interrupting devices applies only to new devices lnstall4

to provide electrical isolation of associatedi circuits of codcern, or as-

part. of the alternative or dedicated shutdown system. Previous coordina-

tlon analyses need not be reanalyzed; however, bri" •ers that were not-

Included In previous reviJews. will requtire a coordinat' n anaiy3fSs. The'

shutdown capability may be protected from the adverse effect of damage to

associated circuits of concern by the following methods:

1. Provid~e protection between the associated circuits of concern and

the shutdown circuits as per Section III.G.2 ofr Appendix R, or

2. a. For a common power source case of associated •trcuitt

Provide load fuse/breaker (interrupting devices) to feeder

fuse/breaker coordination to prevent loss of th red~mdant or

alternative shutdown power source. To ensure that the f•ollowing

coordination .criteria are met the following should appl~y:

(1) The associated circuit of concern Interrupting devices:

(breakers or fuses) time-overcurrent trip characteristic

for all circuits faults should cause the interrupting

device to Interrupt the i:ault current prior to initiation

of -• trip of any upstream, interrpting device which will
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The acceptability o~f a particular interrupting device its considere
demonstrated if the fol lowing criteria are met:

(1) The interrupt:ing device design shall be factory ';ested to.

verify overcurrent protection as designed In accordance with.

the applicable tI., Afl$I, or N~I4A standards.".

(ii) For "low and medium voltage switchgear (480 V and above)

circuit breaker/protactl.ve relayv periodic tRs•ting shall

":'..deionstrate.that the overall coordination schwte remal ns

wi~tin the limits specified in the design criteria. This

t•esting may be performed as a series of overlapping tests.

(iii) •Ioded case circuit breakers shall perio~dically be manually

ezercised and inspected to insure ease of:operstion, On

o rotating refueling outage *basis a san•ie of these breakers

shall be tested to determine that breaket drift is Within

that allowed by the design criteria. 8reakers should be

tested in accordance with an accepted QC testing bmethodology

such as M•L STV 10 5 D.
* I .- - - - - - -

S,(iv) Fusas when used as Interrupting devices do not require

periodic testing. Administrative-controls tous: insure

) that replacement fuses •itfi iatlng• ether than those

, selected fnr proper coordination are not accidentally used.

b. For circuits of equipment and/or compnents whose spurious operationr

would affect the capability to safely shutdown:



(1) provide a n•ens •o isolat~e the cquip'naen and/or cwnponents fr,
t•e fire area prior to the" fire (ise., resove power cables, bj

circuit breakers); or

(2) provide electrical isolation ttmat prevents spurious operaiTlon,

Potential Isolation devices Inc!.de breakers, fuseas, asp71-

h'ers, control switch~es, current XFRS, fiber optic lcouplers,

relays and transducers; or

-... (3) provide a means to detect spuitous opet-atlons and then proce-

dures to defeat the •mloperrtlon of equipmnt (I.e., closure

of the block valve it PORY .spuriously operate~s, openi~ng of

the breakers to remove spurious operation ol safety injection)

c.- For co.-mort enclosure cases of associated circuits:

(1) provide appropriate ,masures to prevuir propagation of tne

lire; and

(2) provide electrical protection (i.e., breakers, fuses or

similar devices)

C. We recognize thet there are different approaches which may be used to

reach t-he same objective of determining the interaction of associated

circuits with shutdown systen•. One approach is t+ start with the fire

area. identify what is is the fire area, and determlne the interaction

between what is in the fire area anld the shutdown System which are

•outside the fire area. We have entitled this approach, "The Fire Area

Approach." A seconid approach which • have namd "'The Systems Approach"'

would be to define the shurtdown systezu• around a fire area and then de•termini
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those circuits that are located In the fire area that are assoc'iated
with the shutdown systa., Ye have prepared tw•o set.s o0" requests for.

Informnation, one for each approach. The licensee may "-.hoose.t• respond

1•~t either set of requests depe'.nding on the approach select.ed by the 1i€a

i FREAREA APPROACH .
1: . For each flwt area where an alta,-native or dedicatad shutdown mietho

), ~in accordarnce with Section 1I],G.3 of Appendix R Is provided, the:

~~following information is required to dezponstratu th•'t assoc.iated-
, circuits will not prevent operation or cause maloperation of the.

al'ternative or dedicated shutdown method:

h. Provide a 'tabe that 'lists all the power cables i.• te fire area

that connect to .the same power supply of the alteriative or

dedicated shutdown method and t~he function ,of each Fower cable

=-listed (i.e., power for RJR pump):

b. Provide a t.able that lists all the cables In the fire area that
'. were considered for possible spurious operation which would advers

iJ affect shut.down aon the function of each cable listed.

! c. Provide a table that lists all the cables in the fire area that

* share a co~mn enclosu'e •-ith circuits of the alterna+.ive or
!dedic~ated shutdown s~'tems and the ,function of eact5 cable listed.

d. S.•ow that fire-induced failures (hot shorts, open circuits or
] shorts tc" ground) of each of the cables listed in 4;'b, and C will

~not pre'ent operatiton or cau~se maloperation of the alternative

or ,dedicated shutdown metod.

I
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b.en provided or mdIflction tor existng eptlrl1•Hl tio1on1•,Jt~s.e..

• been made, provide de~tiled electr(cal scheniatic drawngs ti£• )• •1 2

SYST APPROACH

1. Vor each area where an altarnatie or dedicateid shut, dw.fuit.tod, i#••,:•.

following inf~ormation Is required to demonstrate that asaq€'1atedd: .,:J

circuits wil1 not pr'event operatIon or cause maloperaiton f ~the':;:,• !

alternative or dedicated shutdown method: .• •;? ,

, circuit adversl•y affecting the alternative ofdedicated"Shu~dowt-

, •- capability. The descript~ion of t.he methdology should in•cude .

*the methods used to Identif~y the circuits which share a common •.i

power supply or a conon enclosure with the alternative or dedicated_-

shutdown sys~tem and the circuits whose spurious operation would affect
shutdown- Ad~itlonaliy, the description should include the"I

methods used to identify f th•rJese circuits are associated circuits

of concern due • their location in the fire area.

6. Provide a table t.hat lists all associated ctrcuits of concern

locted In t~he fire area.

c. Show that fire-Induced failures (hot shorts, open circits or

shorts to ground) of each of the cables listed in b,will not

prevent operation or cause maloperation of the alternatiie or
t , dedicated shutdown method.



ci. Cot each cable listted in b.where new electrical isolation has b*

provided, provide detailed electrical schematic drawings t;hat

show how each cable is isolated from the fire area.

e. Provide a location at the site or other offices where al1 the

tables and drawings generated by this methodolo~' approach

for the a~ss~cited circuits-review way be audite-d to verify t-he

Information provided above.

, -. • HTGH4-LOW. PqESSUR.£ INERF'ACE

For either approach c.hosen the following concern dealing with high-low

! pressure interface should be addressed.

2. The residual heat removal system is generally a low pressure systoem

that Interfaces with the high pressure priuary, coolanit system. To

preclude a LOCA through this interface, we reqire conpllance with.

the rec ,•Tendatlons of Branch Technical Position RSB 3-1. Thus, the

interface most likely c~nsists of •o redundant and independent motcr

operated valves: These two motor operated valves and their associate

cables a•y be subject to a single fire hazard. It 'is our concern the

this single fire could cause the two valves to open resulting in

a fire initiated tOCA through the high-low pressure system

interface. To assure That n~is interface and other high-low

i ~pressre interfaces are adequately, protected from the effects of a

~single fire, we require the following 4 nformation:

a. "ide•-ify each high- low pressure interface thbat uses redundant

electricaily corntrolled devices (,suth as two series motor operated

valves) to isolate or preclude r'•p•ure f any primary coolant
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b. For each set of redundant valves identified In a., verify th~e

?edundant cmabllng (power and control) have adequate physical

separation as required by Sect~ton ]112.6.2 of Appendis R.

c. For each case wherea adequate sa-trat(on Is r•.c ,•rcvtrde', sh'z:: "t'•

fire induced falilures (hot. short, open circutsJ or shore to •roun,

of the cables will not cause'malopera'tlon and result in a LOCA•.
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ElqCLOSURE '•1,

RE'dRITE OF SECTION 8 R.QUI5T FOR AflD;TZW(iAL INPDRMATU"'

The fotlowing Is a4.ewite of the staff'sseiquest fo. .additional 4o•-iw1l

•oncerninJI design todlfirat~iwi to meet t:he .u'equirinnt~s f Setlon- 14.1, of

Appendt• F'. Tho fo11o•ing containe no new requests bu Is-ier1l, a remndtn9g a

Se~tion 8 of .Enclosure 1 of the February 20, 1921 generic lettr.

I. 'Identify those uerts •f ?.heplmurthtla will mat inead Ve u'equrrments$ of

Section UI.~o.2 of Appendix R arnd, tiws.• a]lternat1ve $shutdl~n wrll be prod'i

or an exe.ltioa from t.he requlrmentz of Section 11I.G.2 of• Appendix R will

.provided. Add•tionally provide a stat•=t that *3l other -ars of the plat

-are or wt'1l be In compliance with Sec*tion I1I.$.2 of Appendix 1R.

'For each of :hose fire areas of the plant reqziring •i alternative shutdown

systml~s) provide a c=uplete Let of responses to the Ifollowing reuests for

eac~h fi re area :

a. Lists the syst~em(s) or portions thereof used to proivide t.he shutd•own1

capability with the loss of offsit. power.

b. -for those systems "Identified 1. "IR• for uhic- alteraati'g or dedicated

shzjt~dwn capability •st be provided, list the euiiint andi components

of the normal shutdown system in the f'ire area an 1dentlf• the fu•nction

-of the circuits of the .rual shutdown syst• In the fire area (power tco

equip-men:, control of what components and instrumnetation). .Describe

the syXstem(s) or portions thrrevf Msed to provide tLhe alter native shutdo

•pa~bitity for the fire area and provide a •able that lists th e equipmen

gind components of the alt•ernative shutdown sy~stem fror the fire area.
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For each allter'nati've s~yste identi~fy the fuanct:ion of the new

circuits being provided. Identify the location (fire zone) of~tbe

• alternative CtwtdowTI equipment anid/or circultt that byrpass- the tire-

qrua and verify that the atternative shutdown uqlupment and/or circutlJ•

reseparat~ed frau the fire area in accorlance with Section !U•..•L.

c. Provide drawings •f the alternative shutdown syfstw(s) which highlight

connectitons t.o the morel shutdoI'm systemls (P&I[Os for Piping ana coanpu

elementary wiring dtagrams of elect•rical cabling). Show the electrical

Slocation of all breakers for poweer cables, and Isolation devi'ces for

"'"cont'rol and instreenta~ton circuits f'or the alternatve sh'utdown syit•

"f" or tha fire area.

d. Verify' that changes "to safety systems will not degrade saf'ety systems;

(e.g.. new isolation swit~ches end control switches should meet design

criteria and st~andards in' the FSAR to: electridal equipment in the syst,

that the switchtIs to be installed!; c•binets that the switches are'th b

mounted in should aLso meet the same criteria (iSAR) as other safety•

related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvert~ent Isolation from the

control rock, the isolation swit.ches should be keyvlocked or alarmed-

in the control room if In-the "•cl or "isolated" position; periodic

checks should be made to verif that t.he switch .-is In the proper positio:

nornal operudon; and a stngle transfer switch or other new device should

no~t be a source of a fa~iure which ca~uses "loss ofr" anunoan: sdfut•t-'

-•systuns).

a.: Yarify tat licensee procedures I 'be S.o•.L~V• be developed which desc

alaskz to be perforome to effect, the shutdo•vT method. ?r~vide a su~ar3

.of these procedures outli]ning o~erator ac'tions.
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!i .. Verifyv thi*t the manpower required *a perform the siuztdrnn fwuctie us'

! • the .procedures ofr g, as wil as to provide fire brigade embers to figi

~the fire is available as requfrad by the lire bitgade technical specI-

t• ftcations,

i g. Provtd• a coumi=ent 1to perform edequate accetpance tets• of the alter-

i ~native shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: equipment

t ~opevaeslv.fu the ,total cotr-ol station when the transfer or isolai ~on.

i':: -- switch Is placed In .the '!lcal" postion 8id" that the equipi~ent cannot I

'operated from the control roo; Iad tha eqluipment operates fr= the

; ,€control room- bus annit be olperated at the local control station when

:,. the transfer Isolation swftck is In the "j~motem position.

h. Provide Technical Specilications of the survetl lance requirenents and

i .limiting conditions for operation for that •iquipme~i.t not already

: .covered by existing Technical Specif~csat~ns.. For example, if new

, isolation and control switches are added to a shutdown system,

the existing Technical Specifi•;iqn swvaiflance raquirs~ents should :

be supplemented to verify syst in/equipmaent fuiictions from the alternate

shutdown station at testing inttrmal consistent wit the guidelines of

4g•ulatnr~y 6uide 1.22 and IEElE 338. ,iredi4t•=y be taken for other existing

,esl• using group overlap test voncepts.
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1•. For new eqiutpient c==prtsing the lt~erna~tve shutdown capability, 4vert
that t•he s~ystnus available are aldequate to• peroro:' the necussar~jyJhut.-

€•lown function. The functions required should be based on previous

snal~yses, If possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of" norma ec

lower or shut~down on grup 1 isolation (EWR). The equ1luent requlred

for t.he alt~ernative capabilty7 should be the same or equivalent to thai

relied on in the above anal.ysis.

.. , j, Verifyv that. repair procedures for cold shutdown systts• are developedo

and'material icr repairs is maintained on site. Provide a swznnary o~f

t.hese proced•ures and a. list ofr the mat.erial needed ,for repa'irs.
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Attachment 3

.° SEP. 2 '85 CD. GREIMAN

Brown Boveri ~ONaVA

ql- Sales Division BBC Brown Boveri, lnc.
District Office
One Plymouth Meeting, Suite :608
Plymouth Meeting, PAt 9462

September 20, 1985 on:258-30

United Engineers & Constructors, Inc. Vu
30 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Attention: M4r. S. M. Moichanow

Subject: P.O0. SNH-76,9763oOO6-I•:•

BBC S. 0O. 33-50750

Gentlemen:

The following comments are offered in response to your request concerning BBC's
analysis of current transformer and performance if the secondary is open
circufited:

tn over 35 years of experience with current transformers; design, test
and application; our engineering personnel cannot recall a single incident

-, wherein af fire or explosion was caused by an open-circuited current trans-
(LIP• former. This experience, "plus analysis of the rather particular circumst~ances

necessary to allow such a fire to start, supports a stand that a fire or
explosion caused in this fashion is unlikely.

During the time when a CT is open-circuited, the current flowing in its
primary winding is all exciting current since there are no ampere turns
from the secondary winding to oppose the primary ampere turns. The core
magnetic flux is therefore a function of the magnitude of the primary
current flowing and if the primary current approaches rated current there
is a good chance that the c6re will be saturated. As the core approaches
saturation, the area under the volt-time curve approximates a constant; i.e.
in each half cycle there is a relatively high crest voltage which endures
for a short portion of the half cycle time and as this voltage crest increases
with. the increased primary current, its time duration decreases. The
complication of this phenomena does not lend itself to mathematical analysis.

Part of the production test procedure for BBC current transformers involves
demagnetizing the core. This is accomplished by passing current through a
primary bus while the srondary is open. In most cases the current is raised
to rated primary current and then slowly reduced to zero. The iron core
thus traverses successively smaller hysteresis loops and is left in a cyclic
condition as the current reaches zero. The exception to raising the primary
current to its rated value is the case wherein the resulting secondary voltage
crest would exceed 3500 volts. According to ANSI C57.13 a current transformer
must be capable of withstanding for one minute an open-circuit secondary with
rated primary current flowing unless this results in a crest voltage in excess
of 3500V.

rco
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The amount of energy available if a CT is open-circuited is relatively
small in that any flow of secondary current, such as the current in the
arc between burned leads, produces opposing ampere turns and the voltage
is dramatically reduced. Add this phenomenon to the fact that if the
burned-open leads are inside metal enclosed switchgear (unlikely) all the
organic material therein contained requires a relatively long time to

reach ignition.

Should there be any questions, please contact the undersigned.

Very truly yours,

BBC BROWN BOVERI, Inc.

Sa es Engineer

.SJ:amd

'Jcc. Mr. A. Pal - U.E.&C., Inc.

&C~1L~P


